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LETTER OF ENDORSEMENT AND SUPPORT TO THE AAC 

 
The Southern Cameroons Alliance (SCA), a coalition of Southern Cameroons 
(Ambazonia) liberation movements, individual freedom fighters, professionals, experts 
and patriots, who willingly combined their skills and resources, inspired by the common 
mission and vision of an independent Southern Cameroons (Ambazonia) actively fighting 
for its right to self-determination, desirous to bring back home and seek humanitarian 
assistance for its thousands of refugees, internally displaced peoples as well as seek the 
release of its thousands in the jails of La Republique du Cameroun, and completely end 
the annexation by La Republique du Cameroun; 
  
Reiterating our recognition of the need for unity and a united platform as a major element 
of success in our liberation struggle. 
  
Cognizant that the All Ambazonian Conference aka AAC strongly advocates for a “United 
in Diversity” vision, and adoption of a “Clear and Unified’ strategy which defines our single 
common enemy as La Republique du Cameroun. 
  
Given that the overall objective of the AAC is to ensure a broad-based inclusion through 
consultation of multiple stakeholders within our liberation quest, in view of projecting the 
kind of inclusive legitimacy long sought after as the representative body of the majority of 
the Ambazonian peoples and legally recognized Ambazonian representative body 
worldwide. 
  
Confident that the mechanisms, structures and people behind the concept of the AAC 
work towards the same vision, objective and common outcomes outlined in the statutes 
of the Southern Cameroons Alliance. 
 
We, the Southern Cameroons Alliance hereby give our tacit endorsement to the All 
Ambazonian Conference and strongly recommend other Front-Line movements to do the 
same in the spirit of truth, sincerity and unity of purpose that makes us stronger together. 
 
 
 
Rebecca Luma 
Secretary General  
Southern Cameroons Alliance 
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